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Two-Dimensional Local Field
Raven Waller∗
Abstract
We define a translation-invariant measure and integral on GL2 over a
two-dimensional local field F by combining elements of the classical GL2
theory and the theory developed by Fesenko for the field F itself. We
give several alternate expressions for the integral, including one which
agrees with the integral defined previously by Morrow.
1 Introduction
For a nonarchimedean local field L, the topology, analysis, and arithmetic on
L are intimately related. Inside L, one has its subring OL of integral elements.
The set of all translates α ` piiOL of fractional ideals of OL is basis for the
topology on L (here pi is a prime element of OL). With respect to this topology,
L is a locally compact topological field, and so we have a Haar measure µL on
L, which is usually normalised so that µpOLq “ 1.
These relationships transfer quite naturally to the group GLnpLq of nˆ n
invertible matrices over L. Since L is locally compact, so is GLnpLq. Its
maximal compact subgroup is GLnpOLq, which in turn contains the compact
subgroups Km “ In`pimM2pOLq, which are the matrix analogues of the higher
unit groups of L.
When one moves to a higher dimensional local field F , these relationships
begin to break down. In particular, the topology on F (which is no longer
locally compact) becomes much more separated from its arithmetic structures.
∗This work was completed while the author was supported by an EPSRC Doctoral Train-
ing Grant at the University of Nottingham.
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Furthermore, the loss of local compactness means there is no real valued Haar
measure on F .
The problem of finding a suitable replacement for the Haar measure re-
mained open for several decades. However, in the early 2000s, Fesenko made
the remarkable observation that, if one extends the space of values from R
to RppX2qq ¨ ¨ ¨ ppXnqq, one obtains a theory of Harmonic analysis on an n-
dimensional local field F which generalises the one-dimensional theory quite
well.
By making the above extension, Fesenko defined in [Fes03], [Fes05] a translation-
invariant measure µ on the ring of subsets of F generated by translates of frac-
tion ideals of the ring OF of integers of F with respect to a discrete valuation
of rank n. Interestingly, he noted that his generalised measure may fail to
be countably additive in certain cases, although this can only happen if the
infinite series which arise do not absolutely converge.
Several years later a similar idea was considered by Morrow in [Mor10].
Rather than appealing to a measure and writing down an explicit family of
measurable sets, he defined an integral on F directly by lifting integrable
functions from the residue field. In fact, his constructions work in the more
general setting when F is any split valuation field (i.e. a field equipped with
a valuation v : Fˆ Ñ Γ such that there is a map t : Γ Ñ Fˆ from the value
group Γ into Fˆ such that v ˝ t is the identity on Γ) whose residue field is a
local field (which may be archimedean). In the case that F is an n-dimensional
local field, Fesenko’s integral is recovered.
Morrow then went on to apply his construction to the group GLnpF q in
[Mor08], and he considered in detail the effect of performing linear changes of
variables. He then went on in [Mor] to notice that when one performs changes
of variables which are not linear, Fubini’s Theorem may fail. He also noted that
to define an integral on an arbitrary algebraic group would probably require a
more general approach.
In this paper, we instead construct an RppXqq-valued, finitely additive mea-
sure on GL2pF q, where F is a two-dimensional nonarchimedean local field,
using Fesenko’s explicit approach. As our ‘generating sets’ we choose ana-
logues of the compact subgroups Km, namely
Ki,j :“ I2 ` ti1tj2M2pOF q,
where OF is the rank two ring of integers of F , and t1, t2 are local parameters
for F (so t1 generates the maximal ideal of OF , t2 generates the maximal ideal
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of the rank one integers OF ). The groups Ki,j fit into the following lattice.
...
...
...
...
¨ ¨ ¨ Ą K´1,2 Ą
Ą
K0,2 Ą
Ą
K1,2 Ą
Ą
K2,2
Ą
Ą ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ Ą K´1,1 Ą
Ą
K0,1 Ą
Ą
K1,1 Ą
Ą
K2,1
Ą
Ą ¨ ¨ ¨
K
Ą
Ą K1,0
Ą
Ą K2,0
Ą
Ą ¨ ¨ ¨
From the point of view of this theory, GL2pF q behaves to some extent as if
it is a locally compact group with maximal compact subgroup K “ GL2pOF q.
In particular, it is often (though not always) more appropriate to work with
objects associated to OF than to the rank one integers OF , a phenomenon
which is readily apparent in Fesenko’s work, as well as in several other places
(such as [KL04], [Lee10]).
What is interesting to note is that, while Morrow’s general approach is more
abstract, the explicit approach constructed here in fact descends to many other
algebraic groups quite naturally. This then gives a sound starting point for
one to search for a theory in the sense of Morrow for algebraic groups: if such
a theory exists, it should at the very least give the same results as the less
general but more direct approach wherever the two intersect.
At first it may seem paradoxical that in order to make further general-
isations one must lose generality, but this phenomenon appears to be very
common in higher dimensional number theory. When one leaves behind every-
thing which prevents the crossing of “dimensional barriers”, and then builds
the higher dimensional theory on the remaining foundations, many exciting
similarities seem to appear.
The contents of this paper are as follows. First of all, we review both the
one-dimensional theory for GL2 and Fesenko’s definition of the measure on
a two-dimensional field in section 2. In section 3 we study the structure of
GL2 over a two-dimensional local field, looking closely at the properties of the
distinguished subgroups Ki,j. This section culminates in the definition of the
ring R of measurable subsets, which roughly speaking is generated by the Ki,j.
In section 4 we then define a left-invariant, RppXqq-valued measure µ on R,
closely connected to both theories discussed in section 2, such that µpGL2pOF qq “
3
1 and
µpKi,jq “ q
3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qq
´4iX4j.
We then show that this measure is well-defined in two important steps. First,
we show that if we write a particular measurable set in two different ways,
there exists a common “refinement” of both presentations. Then, we show
that the measure is well-defined when one passes from a measurable set to its
refinement.
This is followed immediately by the definition of the integral in section 5.
After some preliminaries, we establish the classical formulaż
GL2pF q
fpgq dµpgq “
q3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
1
|αδ ´ βγ|2F
f
ˆˆ
α β
γ δ
˙˙
dα dβ dγ dδ,
which also coincides (up to a known constant) with the integral defined by
Morrow in [Mor08]. Using this formula, we then deduce several anticipated
properties of the measure, including right-invariance and (in a certain refined
sense) countable additivity.
Finally, we include as an appendix A a brief discussion regarding the sim-
ilarities and differences between the approach to integration considered here
and the previous approach due to Morrow.
Notation. Throughout this paper we will use the following notation. Un-
less specified otherwise, F will always denote a 2-dimensional local field. OF
and OF will be (respectively) the rank-one and rank-two integers of F . E “ F
will denote the (first) residue field of F and OE “ OF its ring of integers. Let
q be the number of elements in the finite field E. Fix a rank two valuation
v : Fˆ Ñ Z ˆ Z, where the latter is ordered lexicographically from the right
(so p1, 0q ă p0, 1q), and fix a pair of local parameters t1, t2. With this notation,
t2OF is the maximal ideal of OF and t1OF is the maximal ideal of OF .
We denote the set of all 2 ˆ 2 matrices with entries in F by M2pF q, and
the subset of matrices invertible over F by GL2pF q. We also define M2pOF q
and GL2pOF q similarly, and we write I2 for the 2ˆ 2 identity matrix.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank my supervisor Ivan Fesenko for
suggesting this topic and for his support throughout the writing of this paper.
I also want to thank everyone who attended the Kac-Moody Groups and L-
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2 Brief review of the existing theory
In this section we give a brief outline of both the two-dimensional local field
theory and the theory for GL2 over a one-dimensional field. We begin with
the more classical one-dimensional theory.
Let L be a nonarchimedean local field, let OL be its ring of integers, and
let pi P OL be a generator of the maximal ideal. Both L and GL2pLq are
locally compact groups, containing OL and GL2pOLq respectively as compact
subgroups. Any maximal compact subgroup of GL2pLq is isomorphic to K “
GL2pOLq. For every integer n ě 1, K contains the compact subgroup Kn “
I2 ` pinM2pOLq.
To define a Haar measure µ on GL2pLq it is sufficient to specify the values
µpKnq (see chapter 6 of [GH11] for details when L “ Qp). If we normalise so
that µpGL2pOLqq “ 1, the only choice is µpKnq “ |GL2pOLq : Kn|´1.
Using this measure, one then defines an integral on GL2pLq. In particular,
for a locally constant function f “ ři ci ¨charUi , where ci P C and Ui Ă GL2pF q
are measurable, we have
ş
GL2pLq fdµ “
ř
ciµpUiq.
The integral can be represented in matrix coordinates. Suppose g “ˆ
α β
γ δ
˙
P GL2pLq. Thenż
GL2pLq
fpgq dµpgq “ c
ż
L
ż
L
ż
L
ż
L
1
|αδ ´ βγ|2L
f
ˆˆ
α β
γ δ
˙˙
dα dβ dγ dδ.
Here, if µL denotes the measure on L, |x|L :“ µLpxUq
µLpUq for any measurable
subset U Ă L of nonzero measure, and dα “ dµLpαq, dβ “ dµLpβq, dγ “
dµLpγq, dδ “ dµLpδq. The constant c “ q
3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q for the normalisation
µpGL2pOLqq “ 1.
Now we turn to the measure defined by Fesenko in [Fes03] and [Fes05] for a
two-dimensional local field F . For (a translate of) a fractional ideal α`ti1tj2OF ,
one defines µpα` ti1tj2OF q “ q´iXj. This yields a finitely-additive, translation
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invariant measure on the ring of subsets of F generated by sets of the above
form, which is countably additive in a refined sense. (Since the measure on
GL2pF q will satisfy the same property we do not elaborate on this here, and
instead refer to Corollary 5.8.)
Instead of taking values in R, this measure instead takes values in the two-
dimensional archimedean local field RppXqq. From a topological perspective,
the element X should be smaller than every positive real number but greater
than zero, and so it may be interpreted as an infinitesimal positive element.
One then proceeds to define a CppXqq-valued integral on functions of the
form f “ ři ci¨charUi in the same way as one does for locally constant functions
on GL2 of a local field above. The integral of a function which is zero away
from finitely many points is also defined to be 0. Fesenko also extends the
class of integrable functions to include characters of F , but this will not be of
importance to us in the current paper.
We end this section with an important definition. For α P Fˆ, let |α|F “
µpαUq
µpUq , where U is any measurable subset of F with nonzero measure. This
does not depend on the choice of U . We also put |0|F “ 0. This is an extension
of the notion of absolute value | ¨ |L on a local field L, since the definition we
have just given is equivalent to the usual definition in this case. However, since
| ¨ |F takes values in RppXqq rather than R, we do not use the term ‘absolute
value’ for this function. (In [Fes03], [Fes05] this is called the module.) If
ε P OˆF , we have |ti1tj2ε|F “ q´iXj.
3 The structure of GL2pF q and its subgroups
We now aim to emulate the one-dimensional results for GL2 in dimension two,
following the blueprints of Fesenko’s measure via distinguished sets. From now
on we will use the notation as defined in the first section.
We begin with the two-dimensional analogue of the compact subgroups Kn.
Definition 3.1. For pi, jq ą p0, 0q in Z‘Z, put Ki,j “ I2` ti1tj2M2pOF q. One
easily checks that Ki,j Ă Km,n if pm,nq ď pi, jq. It will be convenient to set
K “ GL2pOF q.
Lemma 3.2. Ki,j is a normal subgroup of K.
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Proof. Let
g “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P K, k “
ˆ
1` ti1tj2α ti1tj2β
ti1t
j
2γ 1` ti1tj2δ
˙
P Ki,j.
Then
gkg´1 “
ˆ
1` ti1tj2w ti1tj2x
ti1t
j
2y 1` ti1tj2z
˙
P Ki,j,
since w “ αad` γbd´ βac´ δbc
ad´ bc , x “
βa2 ` pδ ´ αqab´ γb2
ad´ bc ,
y “ γd
2 ` pα ´ δqcd´ βc2
ad´ bc , z “
βac` δad´ αbc´ γbd
ad´ bc are all elements of
OF (note that ad´ bc “ det g P OˆF by assumption).
With a view towards defining an invariant measure on GL2pF q, we study
further important properties of the subgroups Ki,j.
Lemma 3.3. Let pi, jq ď pm,nq, and let g, h P GL2pF q. Then the intersection
of gKi,j and hKm,n is either empty or equal to one of them.
Proof. By assumption Km,n Ă Ki,j, hence gKi,j X hKm,n Ă gKi,j X hKi,j. The
latter two sets are GL2pF q-cosets of the same subgroup Ki,j, hence are disjoint
or equal. If they are disjoint then gKi,j and hKm,n are also disjoint. If they
are equal then gKi,j X hKm,n “ hKi,j X hKm,n “ hKm,n.
Note that, by this intersection property, any union gKi,j Y hKm,n is either
disjoint or equal to one of the components.
Remark. Although Lemma 3.3 is very simple, it will be used more frequently
than any other result in this paper, and so we would like to draw attention to
its importance here.
Following section 6 of [Fes05], we make the following definitions.
Definition 3.4. A distinguished set is either empty or a set of the form gKi,j
with g P GL2pF q and pi, jq ą p0, 0q. A dd-set is a set of the form A “Ť
iAizp
Ť
j Bjq, with pairwise disjoint distinguished sets Ai, pairwise disjoint
distinguished sets Bj, and
Ť
j Bj Ă
Ť
iAi. A ddd-set is a disjoint union of
dd-sets.
Lemma 3.5. The class R of ddd-sets is closed under union, intersection,
and difference. R is thus the minimal ring (of sets) which contains all of the
distinguished sets.
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Proof. First we show that the class of dd-sets is closed under intersection.
Since intersection distributes over union, it is enough to check this for two
dd-sets of the form E1 “ AzŤiBi and E2 “ CzŤj Dj with A,Bi, C, and Dj
all distinguished. We have
E1 X E2 “ pAX Cqz
˜ď
i
Bi Y
ď
j
Dj
¸
,
and since A and C are distinguished their intersection is distinguished also by
Lemma 3.3. E1 X E2 is thus a dd-set by definition.
Since the classes of distinguished sets and dd-sets are not closed under
unions, if we show that the class R of ddd-sets is closed under union, inter-
section, and difference then by construction it is the minimal ring containing
the distinguished sets. However, R is closed under unions by definition, and
is closed under intersections by the same argument in the previous paragraph,
and so it remains to prove that it is closed under differences.
As before let E1 “ AzŤiBi and E2 “ CzŤj Dj with A,Bi, C,Dj all
distinguished. Using de Morgan’s laws one obtains
E1zE2 “
˜
Az
˜
C Y
ď
i
Bi
¸¸
Y
˜ď
j
pAXDjqz
ď
i
Bi
¸
.
Both components are ddd-sets by definition, hence the union is a ddd-set as
required.
In Section 4 we will show that there exists a finitely additive, translation-
invariant measure on R taking values in RppXqq. To this end, we outline some
useful properties of ddd-sets.
Definition 3.6. For two distinguished sets gKi,j Ą hKm,n, by abuse of lan-
guage we define the index |gKi,j : hKm,n| of hKm,n in gKi,j to be the index
|Ki,j : Km,n|.
Remark. This definition makes sense since g´1hKm,n is a coset of Km,n inside
Ki,j.
Lemma 3.7. If j “ n, |gKi,j : hKm,n| “ q4pm´iq. Otherwise, the index is
infinite.
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Proof. The map Ki,j Ñ
`
ti1t
j
2OF {ti`11 tj2OF
˘4 » pOF {t1OF q4 given byˆ
1` ti1tj2α ti1tj2β
ti1t
j
2γ 1` ti1tj2δ
˙
ÞÑ pα, β, γ, δq mod t1OF
induces an isomorphism Ki,j{Ki`1,j » pOF {t1OF q4. We thus have |gKi,j :
hKm,j| “ |Ki,j : Km,j| “śm´1r“i |Kr,j : Kr`1,j| “ |OF {t1OF |4pm´iq “ q4pm´iq.
On the other hand, the map Ki,j Ñ
`
ti1t
j
2OF {ti1tj`12 OF
˘4 » pOF {t2OF q4
given by
ˆ
1` ti1tj2α ti1tj2β
ti1t
j
2γ 1` ti1tj2δ
˙
ÞÑ pα, β, γ, δq mod t2OF induces an isomor-
phism Ki,j{Ki,j`1 » pOF {t2OF q4, and the latter group has infinite order.
Lemma 3.8. The index |K : Ki,0| “ q4i´3pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q, and for j ą 0 the
index |K : Ki,j| is infinite for any i.
Proof. The map K Ñ GL2pOF {t1OF q, g ÞÑ g mod t1OF induces an isomor-
phism K{K1,0 » GL2pOF {t1OF q » GL2pFqq, and the latter is well known to
have order pq2´1qpq2´qq. We thus have |K : Ki,0| “ |K : K1,0| ¨ |K1,0 : Ki,0| “
q4pi´1qpq2 ´ 1qpq2 ´ qq “ q4i´3pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q.
Now suppose j ą 0. For i ě 0, |K : Ki,j| ě |K0,j : Ki,j|, and the latter is
infinite by Lemma 3.7. On the other hand, if i ă 0, the index |K : Ki,j| differs
from |K0,j : Ki,j| only by a finite constant, and so in either case |K : Ki,j| is
infinite.
Proposition 3.9. If D is a distinguished set such that D “ Ťnr“1Dr is a
disjoint union of finitely many distinguished sets Dr then the indices |D : Dr|
are all finite.
Proof. By making a translation if necessary, we may assume that D “ Ki,j
for some pi, jq. The first step is to show that at least one Dr has finite index
in D. If D “ Ťnr“1Dr “ Ťnr“1 grKir,jr , let pi˚, j˚q “ minrtpir, jrqu. Then
D Ą Ťr grKi˚,j˚ Ą Ťr grKir,jr “ D, and so Ki˚,j˚ has finite index in D.
By relabelling if necessary, we may thus assume that |D : D1| is finite,
and so we may take a complete system of coset representatives S “ th1 “
I2, h2, . . . , hmu. We thus have DzD1 “ Ťnr“2Dr “ Ťms“2 hsD1. Taking the
intersection with any Dr, this gives Dr “ Ťms“2 pDr X hsD1q.
For each r ą 1, let Sr “ th P S : Dr X hD1 ‰ Hu. Each Sr is nonempty,
since
Ť
hPSrpDrXhD1q “ Dr. By Lemma 3.3, DrXhD1 is thus equal to either
Dr or hD1 for any h P Sr.
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If Dr X hD1 “ Dr for any h then we must have Sr “ thu and Dr “ hD1,
hence Dr has finite index in D as a translate of D1. On the other hand, if
Dr X hD1 “ hD1 for all h P Sr then we have hD1 Ă Dr. By the tower law
for indices we thus have |D : D1| “ |D : hD1| “ |D : Dr| ¨ |Dr : hD1|, hence
|D : Dr| ď |D : D1| is finite.
Corollary 3.10. If D, D1, . . . , Dn are finitely many distinguished sets such
that Dr Ă D and |D : Dr| is infinite for each r, there do not exist finitely
many distinguished sets C1, . . . , Cm with DzŤnr“1Dr “ Ťms“1Cs.
Proof. We may assume that the Dr are all disjoint by deleting any which
are contained in some larger one. Similarly, we may assume that the Cs are
all disjoint. If there did exist finitely many such Cs, we would thus have
D “ Ťnr“1Dr YŤms“1Cs, a union of finitely many disjoint distinguished sets.
By Proposition 3.9 this in particular implies that each |D : Dr| is finite, which
contradicts our assumption that these indices are infinite.
In order to show that the measure that we will construct in the next section
is well-defined, it is useful to introduce the idea of a refinement of a ddd-set.
Definition 3.11. Let A “ ŤiBi be a ddd-set, where the
Bi “
ď
j
Ci,jz
ď
k
Di,k
are disjoint dd-sets made from distinguished sets Ci,j and Di,k. A refinement
of A is a ddd-set
A˜ “
ď
p
˜ď
q
Xp,qz
ď
r
Yp,r
¸
satisfying the following conditions:
1. A “ A˜ as sets;
2. For every pi, jq there is some pp, qq such that Xp,q “ Ci,j;
3. For every pi, kq there is some pp, rq such that Yp,r “ Di,k.
The idea of a refinement can be best understood from the following picture.
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C1,1
D1,1
D1,2
X1,1
Y2,1
Y3,1
Y1,1 “ X2,1
Y2,2 “ X3,1
Here, the ddd-set on the left is A “ C1,1z pD1,1 YD1,2q. The set on the
right A˜ “ pX1,1zY1,1q Y pX2,1z pY2,1 Y Y2,2qq Y pX3,1zY3,1q is a refinement of A
since C1,1 “ X1,1, D1,1 “ Y2,1, and D1,2 “ Y3,1.
Remark. The idea of refinements of ddd-sets comes from the use of refinements
of open intervals in the construction of the Riemann integral.
Before coming to the fundamental result regarding refinements, it is useful
to introduce some terminology for ddd-sets.
Definition 3.12. Let
A “
ď
i
˜ď
j
Ci,jz
ď
k
Di,k
¸
be a ddd-set. We call A reduced if it does not contain any dd-components of
the form BzB for a distinguished set B.
Remark. The property of being reduced depends on the particular components
of a ddd-set (or, more precisely, depends on the specific presentation of a
given ddd-set). For example, if B,C,D are disjoint nonempty distinguished
sets such that A “ BzpC Y Dq, A is reduced even if C Y D “ B. However,
A1 “ pBzpC YDqqY pEzEq is not reduced, even though A “ A1 at the level of
sets.
Note that for any ddd-set A we may form a reduced ddd-set Ared by remov-
ing all of the superfluous components BzB. Since the components we delete
are empty, A “ Ared at the level of sets.
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Definition 3.13. Let
A “
ď
i
˜ď
j
Ci,jz
ď
k
Di,k
¸
be a ddd-set. The components Ci,j are called the big shells, and the components
Di,k are called the small shells.
Remark. By the above definition, we can reformulate the definition of a refine-
ment as follows. A refinement of a ddd-set A is a ddd-set A˜ such that A “ A˜
as sets, every big shell of A is a big shell of A˜, and every small shell of A is a
small shell of A˜.
The most fundamental result regarding refinements is as follows.
Theorem 3.14. Let A and A1 be reduced ddd-sets with A “ A1 as sets. Then
there exists a reduced ddd-set A˜ which is a refinement of both A and A1.
Proof. Suppose
A “
ď
i
˜ď
j
Ci,jz
ď
k
Di,k
¸
,
A1 “
ď
`
˜ď
m
C 1`,mz
ď
n
D1`,n
¸
,
for distinguished sets Ci,j, Di,k, C
1`
,m, D
1`
,n. Starting with S “ A, the following
algorithm will give the required A˜.
Step 1: The set S is a reduced ddd-set which is a refinement of A by
construction. If S is a refinement of A1 then we may take A˜ “ S and we
are done. If there is some C 1`,m which is not a big shell of S, go to Step 2.
Otherwise, there is some D1` ,n which is not a small cell of S, in which case go
to step 4.
Step 2: If C 1`,m Ć C for all big shells C of S then go to Step 3. Otherwise,
the set of all big shells of S containing C 1`,m is nonempty and totally ordered by
inclusion by Lemma 3.3 (since their intersection in particular contains C 1`,m),
and so there is a minimal one Cmin.
Let S 1 be the same as S but with CminzŤDĂCmin D replaced with¨˝
Cminz
¨˝
C 1`,m Y
ď
DXC 1`,m“H
D‚˛˛‚Y
¨˝
C 1`,mz
ď
DĂC 1`,m
D‚˛.
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(Note that none of these small shells can contain C 1`,m, since otherwise there
would be a big shell smaller than Cmin containing C
1`
,m.) Since every big shell
of S is still a big shell in S 1, and every small shell of S is still a small shell
in S 1, S 1 is a refinement of S, and hence of A. Furthermore, S 1 contains one
more big shell of A1 than S. Thus if we put S “ S 1 and return to Step 1,
after finitely many iterations there will be no big shells of A1 which are not
contained in at least one big shell of S.
Step 3: Since C 1`,m Ć C for all big shells C of S, either C 1`,m X C “ H for
all such C, or by Lemma 3.3 there is at least one C with C Ă C 1`,m.
In the first case, since S “ A1 as sets, we must have C 1`,mz
Ť
nD
1`
,n “ H. We
thus define S 1 to be the disjoint union S Y `C 1`,mzŤnD1` ,n˘. S 1 is a refinement
of A, and again contains one more big shell of A1 then S does, and so returning
to Step 1 with S “ S 1 will eliminate this case after finitely many iterations.
In the second case, we can take a collection tCxu of maximal big shells of
S contained in C 1`,m; in other words, Cx Ă C 1`,m for all x, and for every big cell
of S satisfying C Ă C 1`,m there is exactly one x with C Ă Cx. (The fact that
we may have such a collection, and that the collection will be nonempty, is
guaranteed by Lemma 3.3.)
Suppose that C 1`,m “
Ť
xCx. In this case, we can let S
1 be the same as
S but with the component
Ť
x
`
CxzŤDĂCx D˘ replaced by `C 1`,mzŤxCx˘ YŤ
x
`
CxzŤDĂCx D˘. This is again a refinement of A and contains one more big
shell of A1.
On the other hand, suppose that C 1`,m ‰
Ť
xCx. Then there can’t be an-
other component of A to make up the difference, since this would give another
big shell with nonempty intersection, so by assumption would have to be con-
tained already in a Cx. This means there must be some small shells of A
1 which
cut out the remaining part. In other words, C 1`,m “
Ť
xCx Y
Ť
D1` ,nĂC 1`,m D
1`
,n.
Since this is a union of distinguished sets, pairwise intersections are either
empty or equal to one of the components, in which case we can discard the
superfluous components until we have a disjoint union C 1`,m “
Ť
xCxY
Ť
yDy.
We then let S 1 be the same as S but with the component
ď
x
˜
Cxz
ď
DĂCx
D
¸
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replaced by ˜
C 1`,mz
˜ď
x
Cx Y
ď
y
Dy
¸¸
Y
ď
x
˜
Cxz
ď
DĂCx
D
¸
.
This gives a refinement of A and contains one more big shell of A1, and since
this also exhausts all possible big shell cases, returning to Step 1 with S “ S 1
will after finitely many iterations lead to all big shells of A1 being contained in
S.
Step 4: Since S contains all big shells of both A and A1, D1` ,n must be
contained in a big shell of S. Since by Lemma 3.3 the set of all big shells
containing D1` ,n is totally ordered by inclusion, there is a minimal one Cmin.
We then let S 1 be the same as S but with CminzŤDĂCmin D replaced with¨˝
Cminz
¨˝
D1`,n Y
ď
DXD1` ,n“H
D‚˛˛‚Y
¨˝
D1`,nz
ď
DĂD1` ,n
D‚˛.
(Note that as in Step 2 none of the small shells can contain D1` ,n since otherwise
there would be a big shell smaller than Cmin containing D
1`
,n.) Then S
1 is a
refinement of S, and hence of A, and contains one more small shell of A1 than
S. Thus by returning to Step 1 with S “ S 1, after finitely many iterations all
small shells of A1 will be included in S. Furthermore, since this process does
not remove any big shells, at this stage S will be a refinement of A1, and so we
can set A˜ “ S.
Example. Let D1, . . . , Dn be finitely many disjoint distinguished sets such that
D “ ŤiDi is distinguished. Taking A “ D, A1 “ ŤiDi, the algorithm gives
the chain of refinements S0 “ D, S1 “ pDzD1qYD1, S2 “ pDzpD1YD2qqYD1Y
D2, and so on, until finally after n iterations we obtain A˜ “ pDzŤiDiqYŤiDi.
On the other hand, if we instead run the algorithm with A “ ŤiDi, A1 “ D,
we obtain A˜ “ pDzŤiDiq YŤiDi after a single iteration.
Remark. One of the most important uses of the algorithm is when we take A1
to be a refinement of A. In this case, the output A˜ of the algorithm will be
A1, and so it gives a precise construction of A1 from A.
4 Measure on GL2pF q
We shall now utilise the results of the previous section to define an invariant
measure µ on the ring R of subsets of GL2pF q, and show that this measure is
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well-defined. We begin with the value of µ on distinguished sets.
To begin with, we would like the measure we define to be left-invariant, and
so we insist that µpgKi,jq “ µpKi,jq for all g P GL2pF q and all pi, jq ą p0, 0q.
Next, we recall that Ki,0 is of finite index in K for every i ě 0 by Lemma 3.8.
By writing K as a finite disjoint union of cosets, and using left-invariance and
finite additivity, we obtain µpKq “ |K : Ki,0|µpKi,0q. If we normalise so that
µpKq “ 1, this gives
µpKi,0q “ 1|K : Ki,0| “
q3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qq
´4i.
If j ą 0 then the index is no longer finite. In this case, if also i ą 0 we
follow Fesenko’s method and define
µpKi,jq “ X
4j
|K : Ki,0| “
q3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qq
´4iX4j.
Remark. In terms of this particular definition, the use of the indeterminate X4
in the above definition may appear quite arbitrary. Indeed, the definition will
still work if we replace X4 with any indeterminate Y . However, we will see
in Theorem 5.5 that the particular choice Y “ X4 ensures compatibility with
Fesenko’s measure on F - in other words, the X above is exactly the same X
which appears in Fesenko’s measure.
To see what should be the measure for nonpositive i, note that for any
fixed j ą 0 the index |Ki,j : K`,j| “ q4p`´iq for i ď ` by Lemma 3.7. Finite
additivity thus forces µpKi,jq “ q4p`´iqµpK`,jq. If i ą 0, this is in agreement
with the definition given in the paragraph above. If i ă 0, setting ` “ ´i gives
µpKi,jq “ q´8iµpK´i,jq “ q
´8iX4j
|K : K´i,0| “
q3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qq
´4iX4j.
In particular, the formula is the same as for positive i. (Note that it would
not be reasonable to write something like |K : Ki,0| in this case, since Ki,0 is
not even a group for i ă 0.)
To determine what should be the value of µpK0,jq for j ą 0, we instead
apply the argument of the previous paragraph with i “ 0, ` “ 1 to obtain
µpK0,jq “ q4µpK1,jq “ q
4X4j
|K : K1,0| “
q3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qX
4j.
We have thus proved the following.
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Proposition 4.1. Any left-invariant, finitely additive measure µ on R which
takes values in RppX4qq must satisfy µpgKi,jq “ λq´4iX4j for some λ P Rˆ. In
particular, if one normalises so that µpKq “ 1 then we have
λ “ q
3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q .
Remark. Note that we have not yet shown that the map µpgKi,jq “ λq´4iX4j
extends to a measure on R - the above Proposition merely states that if there
exists a left-invariant, finitely additive measure on R then it must be of this
form when restricted to distinguished sets.
We thus want to extend µ to dd-sets via
µ
˜ď
i
Aiz
ď
j
Bj
¸
“
ÿ
i
µpAiq ´
ÿ
j
µpBjq
and then to ddd-sets via µpC YDq “ µpCq ` µpDq for disjoint dd-sets C and
D. Under this extension, it is possible that µ depends heavily on the given
presentation of a particular ddd-set, and so our task is now to show that if we
have two different presentations A and A1 of the same ddd-set then we in fact
have µpAq “ µpA1q. We will do this using refinements.
Proposition 4.2. Let D be a ddd-set, and let D˜ be a refinement of D. For
any λ P Rˆ, the map µ which satisfies µpgKi,jq “ λq´4iX4j on distinguished
sets, when extended to R by additivity, satisfies µpDq “ µpD˜q.
Proof. Using the algorithm of Theorem 3.14 with A “ D and A1 “ D˜, the
resulting output will be A˜ “ D˜. In other words, the only operations that may
occur to pass from a ddd-set to its refinement are exactly those in the proof of
Theorem 3.14, and so we only need to check that the value of µ is preserved
by these operations.
In Step 2, the single component CminzŤDĂCmin D is replaced with¨˝
Cminz
¨˝
C 1`,m Y
ď
DXC 1`,m“H
D‚˛˛‚Y
¨˝
C 1`,mz
ď
DĂC 1`,m
D‚˛.
The former has measure
µ
˜
Cminz
ď
DĂCmin
D
¸
“ µpCminq ´
ÿ
DĂCmin
µpDq.
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The measure of the latter is given by¨˝
µpCminq ´
¨˝
µpC 1`,mq `
ÿ
DXC 1`,m“H
µpDq‚˛˛‚`
¨˝
µpC 1`,mq ´
ÿ
DĂC 1`,m
µpDq‚˛
“ µpCminq ´
¨˝¨˝ ÿ
DXC 1`,m“H
µpDq‚˛`
¨˝ ÿ
DĂC 1`,m
µpDq‚˛˛‚.
This agrees with the former, since by the assumption of Step 2 each of the
small shells D is either contained inside C 1`,m or is disjoint from it, and so
ÿ
DĂCmin
µpDq “
¨˝ ÿ
DXC 1`,m“H
µpDq‚˛`
¨˝ ÿ
DĂC 1`,m
µpDq‚˛.
In the first case of Step 3, we add the single component C 1`,mz
Ť
nD
1`
,n “ H.
In other words, we have to show that µ is well defined for a distinguished set
D which is a disjoint union D “ ŤiDi of finitely many distinguished sets.
However, in the Example following Theorem 3.14 we saw that we may start
with D to obtain a chain of refinements S0 “ D, S1 “ pDzD1qYD1q, . . . , Sn “
pDzŤiDiqYŤiDi. Moreover, this chain of refinements is constructed entirely
using Step 2 of the algorithm, for which we have already proved that the value
of µ is preserved. We thus have µpDq “ µpS0q “ µpSnq “ µpDzŤiDiq `ř
i µpDiq as required.
In the second case of Step 3, we instead add one of the the single compo-
nents ˜
C 1`,mz
ď
x
Cx
¸
“ H,
˜
C 1`,mz
ď
x
Cx Y
ď
y
Dy
¸
“ H,
which is again the case of a distinguished union of disjoint distinguished sets.
The argument of the previous paragraph then applies.
Finally, in Step 4, CminzŤDĂCmin D is replaced with¨˝
Cminz
¨˝
D1`,n Y
ď
DXD1` ,n“H
D‚˛˛‚Y
¨˝
D1`,nz
ď
DĂD1` ,n
D‚˛.
The former has measure µpCminq ´řDĂCmin µpDq. The latter has measure¨˝
µpCminq ´
¨˝
µpD1`,nq `
ÿ
DXD1` ,n“H
µpDq‚˛˛‚`
¨˝
µpD1`,nq ´
ÿ
DĂD1` ,n
µpDq‚˛
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“ µpCminq ´
¨˝¨˝ ÿ
DXD1` ,n“H
µpDq‚˛`
¨˝ ÿ
DĂD1` ,n
µpDq‚˛˛‚.
This is equal to the former since if any D contains D1` ,n this would contradict
the minimality of Cmin, and so we have
ÿ
DĂCmin
µpDq “
¨˝¨˝ ÿ
DXD1` ,n“H
µpDq‚˛`
¨˝ ÿ
DĂD1` ,n
µpDq‚˛˛‚.
Theorem 4.3. The map µ : RÑ RppXqq given by
µpgKi,jq “ q
3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qq
´4iX4j
on distinguished sets and extended to R by finite additivity is a well-defined,
finitely additive, left invariant measure satisfying µpKq “ 1.
Proof. Translation invariance on the left and finite additivity follow immedi-
ately from the definition. Proposition 4.2 gives that µpAq “ µpA˜q for any
refinement A˜ of A, and Theorem 3.14 says that for any pair A,A1 P R with
A “ A1 as sets there is some A˜ which is a refinement of both, hence we have
µpAq “ µpA˜q “ µpA1q - in other words the extension of µ to R is well-defined.
Finally, Proposition 4.1 gives the required volume of K.
Remark. Let µ¯ be the unique Haar measure on GL2pF q satisfying µ¯pOF q “ 1,
and let p : GL2pOF q Ñ GL2pF q be the projection induced by the residue map.
Let Kn “ I2 ` t¯n1M2pOF q as in Section 2. Then µpI2 ` tj2p´1pKi ´ I2qq “
X4jµ¯pKiq. In this way we may view µ as a lift of the measure µ¯ on GL2pF q.
In [Fes05], Fesenko points out that the ring of subsets of F generated by sets
of the form α` ti1tj2OF coincides with the ring generated by α` tn2p´1pSq with
S measurable subsets of F , and so the measure defined on F is exactly a lift
of the measure on F . The above remark is the GL2 version of this statement,
i.e. that µ can be viewed as a lift of the invariant measure on GL2pF q.
Remark. In [KL04] and [Lee10], Kim and Lee use combinatorial methods to
study Hecke Algebras over groups closely related to GL2pF q in the absence of
an invariant measure. In an unreleased manuscript [KL], they construct a full
σ-algebra of subsets of GL2pF q on which they may define a measure, rather
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than just a ring of subsets. The measure µKL they construct may also be seen
to take values in RppXqq, but in fact their measure is confined to the smaller
space of monomials.
The measure µKL may be recovered by ”taking the dominant term” of the
measure µ we have defined in this chapter, and so we may in fact interpret
the two as being ”infinitesimally close”. The ”truncated” convolution prod-
uct defined in [KL04] and [Lee10] can be expressed in terms of an integral
against µKH , and so it would be interesting to consider whether one can use
the integral against µ defined in the following section to study ”non-truncated”
convolution product. It has been suggested by van Urk that in order to attack
this problem, one must first extend the ring of measurable subsetsR to include
certain “large” sets which have infinite measure X´j (in accordance with the
interpretation of X as an infinitesimal element). In his upcoming paper [vU]
he discusses an improvement of Fesenko’s original approach which takes into
account higher powers of the second local parameter, and similar constructions
may be applicable here.
5 Integration on GL2pF q
In classical analysis, the existence of an invariant measure on a locally compact
space X is synonymous with the existence of an invariant integral, i.e. a linear
functional on the space of continuous, compactly supported, complex-valued
functions on X.
In this section, we will consider a nice class of functions on GL2pF q for
which we can construct an integral against the measure defined in the pre-
vious section. These functions will be the analogue of the functions at the
residue level which are locally constant and compactly supported. They are
also analogous to the integrable functions against Fesenko’s measure on F as
defined in [Fes03].
Definition 5.1. Let f : GL2pF q Ñ CppXqq be a function of the form
f “
nÿ
i“1
ciIUi
where each ci P CppXqq and IUi is the indicator function of a dd-set Ui. Suppose
that the Ui are pairwise disjoint, and let µ be the measure on GL2pF q satisfying
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µpKq “ 1 as in the previous section. We define the integral of f against µ to
be ż
GL2pF q
fpgqdµpgq “
nÿ
i“1
ciµpUiq.
We also define the integral of a function which is zero outside finitely many
points to be 0.
Remark. If f is an integrable function on GL2pF q and E is a measurable subset
of GL2pF q, the function fpgqIEpgq is also integrable, and we may defineż
E
fpgqdµpgq “
ż
GL2pF q
fpgqIEpgqdµpgq.
Proposition 5.2. Let RG be the vector space generated by the simple functions
f “ řni“1 ciIUi and the functions which are zero outside of a finite set. Then the
map fpgq ÞÑ ş
GL2pF q fpgqdµpgq is a well-defined, left-invariant linear functional
RG Ñ CppXqq.
Proof. Suppose that
f “
ÿ
i
ciIUi “
ÿ
j
djIVj
are two different ways of expressing f as a simple function. We need to show
that
ř
i ciµpUiq “
ř
j djµpVjq.
By finite additivity of the measure and the property that IAYB “ IA ` IB
for disjoint sets A and B, we may assume that each Ui and each Vj is a dd-set
of the form AzŤr Br with A and all Br distinguished sets.
Furthermore, we may arrange that each Ui is in fact a distinguished set
as follows. Suppose Ui “ AizŤr Bi,r. For a given r, let Wi,r “ pBi,rzŤk Ukq
be the part of Bi,r which is not contained in any Uk. Since Wi,r is disjoint
from all Uk and Vj, adding ciIWi,r to both expressions for f changes both
integrals by the same value. Doing this for all r and for all i then leaves the
left hand expression for f (after simplification) in the form
ř
i ciIU 1i with U
1
i a
distinguished set.
For the next reduction, Lemma 3.3 implies that either U1 is the unionŤ
jPJ Vj of some collection of the Vj, or the union
Ť
iPI Ui of U1 with some other
of the Ui is equal to one of the Vj (which we may say is V1 after relabelling). In
the first case we have f “ c1IU1 `
ř
ią1 ciIUi “
ř
jPJ djIVj `
ř
jRJ djIVj , and in
the second case we have instead f “ řiPI ciIUi`řiRI ciIUi “ d1IV1`řją1 djIVj .
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By induction on the lengths of the sums (since the result is clear when there
is only one set on each side), it then suffices to prove the result for expressions
of the form f˚ “ c1IU1 “
ř
j djIVj and f : “
ř
i ciIUi “ d1IV1 . Moreover, since
V1 is of the form AzŤ`B`, and each B` is necessarily disjoint from all of the
U1, adding
ř
` d1IB` to both sides of f : leaves us in the f˚ case.
After dividing by the constant, it remains to prove that if IU “ ř djIVj
with U distinguished and Vj disjoint dd-sets with U “ Ťj Vj then we have
µpUq “ řj djµpVjq. To do so, we first note that since the Vj are disjoint and
sum to U we must have dj “ 1 for all j, and the result then follows from finite
additivity of the measure.
It remains to show that the integral is a left-invariant linear map. But if
f and g can be written as sums of indicator functions then so can f ` g, so
additivity of the integral follows from the definition. Similarly, if f “ ř ciIUi
and c P CppXqq then cf “ ř c ¨ciIUi and ş cf dµ “ ř c ¨ciµpUiq “ cř ciµpUiq “
c
ş
fdµ. Left-invariance follows immediately from the corresponding property
of the measure.
Example. It is expected that the convolution product of two integrable func-
tions will be important, and so as a first example we compute the convolution
product of the characteristic function of K with itself.
Let fpxq “ IKpxq. Then pf ˚ fqpxq “
ş
G
fpyqfpy´1xqdµpyq. The integrand
is nonzero (and hence equal to 1) if and only if both y P K and y´1x P K.
The second condition can be rewritten as x P yK, and by the first condition
we have yK “ K, and so the integrand is nonzero if and only if both y P K
and x P K. Thus we have pf ˚ fqpxq “ ş
G
fpxqfpyqdµpyq “ fpxqµpKq “ fpxq.
We will now work towards showing that the integral can be factored into a
multiple integral over F . Since we already know significantly more about inte-
gration over F due to [Fes03], [Fes05], this allows us to deduce some important
properties of the integral over GL2pF q.
We begin by showing that, for characteristic functions of the Ki,j, we may
take integrals over F in matrix coordinates.
Lemma 5.3. Let f “ IKi,j , and let g “
ˆ
α β
γ δ
˙
P GL2pF q. Then f
ˆˆ
α β
γ δ
˙˙
is integrable on F with respect to each of α, β, γ, δ, and the resulting functions
remain integrable with respect to each of the remaining variables.
Proof. By the definitions of f and Ki,j, fpgq “ 1 if and only if the following
conditions are satisfied simultaneously: (1) α P 1` ti1tj2OF , (2) β P ti1tj2OF , (3)
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γ P ti1tj2OF , (4) δ P 1 ` ti1tj2OF ; otherwise fpgq “ 0. We can thus express fpgq
as a product of functions
fpgq “ I1`ti1tj2OF pαqIti1tj2OF pβqIti1tj2OF pγqI1`ti1tj2OF pδq
with α, β, γ, δ appearing independently of each other. If we treat any three of
the variables as a constant, we obtain a multiple of an indicator function of a
measurable subset of F (which is an integrable function on F ) in the remaining
variable. Integrating over this variable leaves a product of integrable functions
of a similar form, but of shorter length, and so by induction one sees that we
may successively integrate over each variable.
If we want to integrate successively over the entries, it is possible that the
result may depend on the order that we integrate out the variables. Indeed, in
[Mor] Morrow shows that Fubini’s Theorem may fail in the higher dimensional
case under a nonlinear change of variables. Since we will later want to make
certain changes of variables which may permute the order of the differentials,
it is thus important that we check that the multiple integrals in question do
not depend on the order of integration.
Lemma 5.4. Let f “ IKi,j , and let g “
ˆ
α β
γ δ
˙
P GL2pF q. The multiple
integral ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
f
ˆˆ
α β
γ δ
˙˙
dα dβ dγ dδ,
is well-defined, i.e. it is independent of the order of integration. Here dα “
dµF pαq, dβ “ dµF pβq, and so on, where µF denotes the measure on F defined
by Fesenko (reviewed here in Section 2).
Proof. It is enough to show thatż
F
ż
F
λIApxqIBpyqdxdy
is well-defined for A,B measurable subsets of F and λ P C, since the desired
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result follows from this by induction. We haveż
F
ˆż
F
λIApxqIBpyqdx
˙
dy “
ż
F
λIBpyq
ˆż
F
IApxqdx
˙
dy
“
ż
F
λµF pAqIBpyqdy
“ λµF pAqµF pBq
“
ż
F
λµF pBqIApxqdx
“
ż
F
λIApxq
ˆż
F
IBpyqdy
˙
dx
“
ż
F
ˆż
F
λIApxqIBpyqdy
˙
dx.
Remark. More generally, for a function hpx, yq on F ˆ F which is integrable
with respect to each of x and y and can be written as a product hpx, yq “
h1pxqh2pyq, the integral
ş
F
ş
F
hpx, yqdxdy is well-defined. As noted above, in
classical analysis one has Fubini’s Theorem, which ensures that any integrable
function hpx, yq satisfies the same property, but this is not necessarily true in
the higher dimensional case. For the remainder of this text, however, we will
only be working with functions where one can ”separate the variables”, and so
the above Lemma will be good enough here.
We now establish the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.5. Let f P RG, and let
ˆ
α β
γ δ
˙
P GL2pF q. Thenż
GL2pF q
fpgq dµpgq “
q3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
1
|αδ ´ βγ|2F
f
ˆˆ
α β
γ δ
˙˙
dα dβ dγ dδ.
Proof. First we check that the integrals agree for f “ IKi,j . In this case, the
left hand integral is equal to the volume of Ki,j. By our choice of normalisation
µpKq “ 1, we have µpKi,jq “ q
3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qq
´4iX4j, and so we must check
that this agrees with the right hand expression.
By the definition of Ki,j, we have
fpgq “ I1`ti1tj2OF pαq ¨ Iti1tj2OF pβq ¨ Iti1tj2OF pγq ¨ I1`ti1tj2OF pδq.
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Furthermore, for g P Ki,j, det g “ αδ´βγ P 1`ti1tj2OF , hence | det g|2F “ 1. We
can now directly compute the integrals on the right hand side to obtain µF p1`
ti1t
j
2OF q2µF pti1tj2OF q2 “ q´4iX4j. Multiplying by the factor q
3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q
then yields the same value as the left hand side.
Since both integrals are linear, to complete the proof of the Theorem we
must show that the integrals agree for f “ IhKi,j with h P GL2pF q. Since
the integral on the left is left-invariant, this is equivalent to proving that the
integral on the right is left-invariant.
To show this, it is enough to consider translation by elementary matrices,
since these generate GL2pF q. First suppose h “
ˆ
x 0
0 1
˙
with x P Fˆ. Then
hg “
ˆ
xα xβ
γ δ
˙
, | detphgq|2F “ |x|2F | det g|2F , and under the change of variables
g ÞÑ hg the differentials become dα ÞÑ dpxαq “ |x|Fdα, dβ ÞÑ dpxβq “ |x|Fdβ,
dγ ÞÑ dγ, dδ ÞÑ dδ. The factors of |x|F then cancel with those appearing in
| detphgq|2F , leaving the integral invariant under this change of variables.
The case h “
ˆ
1 0
0 x
˙
works almost identically, except the factors of |x|F
come instead from dγ and dδ. For h “
ˆ
1 u
0 1
˙
with u P F , deth “ 1,
and the change of variables g ÞÑ hg results in an additive shift inside the
differentials. Since the measure on F is invariant under such transformations,
the integral remains invariant. Exactly the same is true when we take h to be
a lower-triangular unipotent matrix.
The final case we must check is h “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
, which has determinant ´1
(and | ´ 1|F “ 1) and simply permutes the differentials when we make the
change g ÞÑ hg, which leaves the integral invariant by Lemma 5.4.
While this Theorem is important on its own, since it gives a way of com-
puting certain integrals much more easily by reducing to integrals over F , it
also has several important Corollaries.
Corollary 5.6. For pi, jq ą p0, 0q, the unique RppXqq-valued measure on GL2pF q
which is compatible with the measure on F (in the sense of the above Theorem)
satisfies
µpKi,jq “ q
3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qq
´4iX4j.
Corollary 5.7. This integral, and hence the measure defined in the previous
section, is both left and right translation-invariant.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.5, it suffices to check invariance of the integral on the
right hand side. However, this can be done in exactly the same way that we
checked left-invariance in the above proof.
Recall that a series absolutely converges in RppXqq if it converges and in
addition the coefficient of each Xj is an absolutely convergent series in R.
Corollary 5.8. The measure on GL2pF q is countably additive in the following
refined sense. If U “ Ťn Un P R such that tUnu are countably many disjoint
measurable sets and
ř
n µpUnq is an absolutely convergent series in RppXqq then
µpŤn Unq “ řn µpUnq.
Proof. For the measure µF on F this is in [Fes05], and Theorem 5.5 al-
lows us to reduce to this case as follows. First of all we may assume each
Un “ CnzŤmDm,n with Cn, Dm,n finitely many distinguished sets by finite
additivity.
By the definition of the integral we have
µ
˜
Cnz
ď
m
Dm,n
¸
“
ż
GL2pF q
IŤ
npCnzŤmDm,nqpgqdg,
and since the union is disjoint the integrand is equal toÿ
n
ICnzŤmDm,npgq.
By applying Theorem 5.5 in the case fpgq “ řn ICnzŤmDm,npgq, we obtain
the integral
q3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
1
|αδ ´ βγ|2F
ÿ
n
ICnzŤmDm,n
ˆˆ
α β
γ δ
˙˙
dα dβ dγ dδ.
(1)
Since now we have a (multiple) integral over F , we can take the sum outside
the integral to obtainÿ
n
q3
pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1q
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
1
|αδ ´ βγ|2F
ICnzŤmDm,n
ˆˆ
α β
γ δ
˙˙
dα dβ dγ dδ,
(2)
which is equal to the previous integral if this sum absolutely converges. How-
ever, we can apply Theorem 5.5 to each of the functions
ICnzŤmDm,npgq
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to rewrite this as ÿ
n
ż
GL2pF q
ICnzŤmDm,npgqdg,
which equals ÿ
n
µ
˜
Cnz
ď
m
Dm,n
¸
by the definition of the integral, and this absolutely converges by assumption.
This shows that the two integrals (1) and (2) are equal, and hence we have
µ
˜ď
n
˜
Cnz
ď
m
Dm,n
¸¸
“
ÿ
n
µ
˜
Cnz
ď
m
Dm,n
¸
.
Remark. We may in fact use the above Corollary to extend the class of mea-
surable sets to all non-ddd-sets which are countable disjoint unions of dd-sets
such that the relevant series converges absolutely.
We end this section with the computation of certain ”reasonable” integrals
(i.e. not simply characteristic functions of ddd-sets) which do not take values
C.
Example. Let D “ tg P M2pOF q : det g ‰ 0u be the ”punctured unit disc” in
GL2pF q. For a positive integer s, we would like to compute the integral
I “
ż
D
| det g|sFdg :“
ż
GL2pF q
| det g|sF IDpgqdg.
However, this integral does not converge.
Indeed, we may first write D as the disjoint union over all pi, jq ě p0, 0q
of the ”circles” Di,j “ tg P M2pOF q : det g P ti1tj2OˆF u, on which the function
| det g|sF takes the constant value q´isXjs. We may realise the Di,j as cosets of
K “ GL2pOF q in D by observing that K is the kernel of the map D Ñ CppXqq
sending a matrix g to | det g|F , and so in particular µpDi,jq “ 1 for all i and j.
We thus haveż
D
| det g|sFdg “
ÿ
pi,jqěp0,0q
q´isXjs “
8ÿ
i“0
q´is `
8ÿ
j“1
˜ 8ÿ
i“´8
q´is
¸
Xjs,
and while the first term converges for s ą 0, the inner sum in the second term
does not converge for any value of s.
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However, we may try to approximate this integral by integrating over larger
and larger ”quarter planes”. More precisely, for a pair of integers m and n,
define Qm,n to be the disjoint union of all Di,j over i ě m and j ě n such
that pi, jq ě p0, 0q. Clearly we have D “ ŤmPZQm,0, or in other words if we
integrate over Qm,0 for large negative m we should approach the integral I.
Indeed, if m ă 0 then
Im “
ż
Qm,0
| det g|sFdg “
8ÿ
i“0
q´is `
8ÿ
j“1
8ÿ
i“m
q´isXjs,
and now each term converges for s ą 0, giving
Im “ 1
1´ q´s `
8ÿ
j“1
q´ms
1´ q´sX
js.
Remark. From the point of view of the ”identity”
ř
nPZ q
n “ 0 discussed in
[Fes03], the integral I above ”agrees” with the classical determinant integral
in the one-dimensional case, which has value p1 ´ q´sq´1. Alternatively, if
one considers X as an infinitesimal element, taking the limit as m Ñ ´8 of
the ”dominant term” of Im also gives p1 ´ q´sq´1 (recall from the previous
section that the measure of Kim and Lee in [KL] may also be seen as taking
the ”dominant term” of our measure). Note that in the one-dimensional case
s may be any complex number with Repsq ą 0, whereas we must restrict to
positive integers due to the appearence of the indeterminate X.
We conclude with an example of an integral which gives a power series with
nonconstant coefficients.
Example. Let Di,j be as in the previous example, and let T be the disjoint
union T “ Ťiějě0Di,j. For an integer s ą 0 we haveż
T
| det g|sF “
8ÿ
j“0
8ÿ
i“j
q´isXjs “
8ÿ
j“0
q´js
1´ q´sX
js.
A Comparing with Morrow’s integral
The formula in Theorem 5.5 agrees (up to a constant multiple) with the integral
defined by Morrow in [Mor08]. In this short section we will briefly compare the
two different approaches. First of all, we recall Morrow’s method of integration
by lifting.
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Definition A.1. Let g : F Ñ C be a complex-valued function on the residue
field of F , let a P F , and let n P Z. The lift of g at pa, nq is the function
ga,npxq “
$&%g
´
px´ aqt´n2
¯
if x P a` tn2OF
0 otherwise.
Definition A.2. Let LpF q be the CppXqq-vector space spanned by functions of
the form x ÞÑ ga,npxqXr for g a Haar-integrable function on F , a P F , and
n, r P Z. Elements of LpF q are called integrable functions on F .
Theorem A.3. There exists a unique linear functional
ş
F
p¨qdx on LpF q which
is invariant under the action of F by additive translations and satisfiesż
F
ga,npxqdx “ Xn
ż
F
gpuqdu
for any Haar integrable function g on F , where the latter denotes the Haar
integral on F
Proof. See [Mor10].
This integral was then extended by Morrow to compute an integral over
a finite dimensional F -vector space V . Since he had shown in [Mor] that
Fubini’s Theorem may fail for his integral, he considers the integral of Fubini
functions. In other words, he considers only functions f on V for which the
iterated integral ż
F
. . .
ż
F
fpx1, . . . , xnqdx1 . . . dxn
(where n is the F -dimension of V and we have for simplicity fixed an isomor-
phism V » F n) does not depend on the order of integration. Morrow then
defines the value of ż
V
fpxqdx
to be the common value of these iterated integrals.
In particular, the space MnpF q of n ˆ n matrices with entries in F may
be realised in a natural way as an F -vector space of dimension n2, and so
Morrow’s integral naturally gives us a way of integrating on MnpF q.
To define an integral on GLnpF q, Morrow considers functions φ on GLnpF q
such that τ ÞÑ φpτq| det τ |´nF extends to a Fubini function on MnpF q. He then
defines the integral of φ viaż
GLnpF q
φpτqdτ “
ż
MnpF q
φpxq| detx|´ndx.
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In the case n “ 2, upon fixing an isomorphism M2pF q » F 4 the right hand
integral can be written in the more familiar formż
F
ż
F
ż
F
ż
F
φpxq| detx|´2dx1dx2dx3dx4,
which we now recognise from the right hand side of Theorem 5.5. In fact, this
Theorem says exactly that our integral agrees (up to a constant multiple) with
the one constructed by Morrow.
The advantage of Morrow’s approach is that the integrable functions are re-
lated in a direct way to functions on the residue field. This is useful (especially
if one considers higher dimensional local fields) if we want to make compar-
isons between residue levels. This theory is very powerful in the sense that
one can deduce many things regarding integrals by appealing to corresponding
properties at the residue level which are already known, and it also applies
to more general objects than higher local fields. (See [Mor10] for examples of
this, including applications to zeta integrals.)
On the other hand, it is too much to hope that all of the information about
integrals on higher dimensional objects is already contained in the residue
field. Indeed, if this were the case then it would not be of much interest to
study higher dimensional fields at all. For this reason, it is also useful to
have an approach like ours which works directly with the higher dimensional
objects, but still satisfies the relevant compatibility conditions with residue
structures. This allows us to draw information from the residue level when
such information is available, but does restrict us so severely when it is not
available.
One of the main advantages our approach has over Morrow’s is that the
integrals on the right hand side of Theorem 5.5 are against the measure defined
by Fesenko in [Fes03], [Fes05], and so we obtain Corollary 5.8 as an easy con-
sequence of one of his results, while Morrow does not discuss such ”countable
additivity” results using his integral.
Another advantage of our more direct approach is that we do not need to
write our functions in matrix coordinates in order to integrate them. This
leaves our theory more open to modification to work for algebraic groups more
general than GLnpF q, and perhaps even more general spaces.
There is, of course, still significant overlap between Morrow’s approach
and the approach presented here. In particular, the functions IKi,j are inte-
grable in both cases. This simple observation allows us to transfer some rather
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interesting consequences of Morrow’s work into our setting.
For example, using Proposition 7.1 of [Mor] and induction, one may con-
struct a function on GL2pF q which is integrable in the sense of this text such
that the multiple integral in matrix coordinates (see Lemma 5.4 above) does
not satisfy the Fubini property. All we require to do this is a function of several
variables which is integrable in both senses as a starting point, and for this we
can just take IKi,j in matrix coordinates.
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